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About This Game

MadOut is a combat race.

Wrecked cars making jumps over bumps and potholes, not always fitting into corners, they are driving at maximum speeds with
only one goal in mind - to be the first on the finish line. Win the race. Be better than rivals in every way. Take the main prize!

Unlike the other games, where you can only knock your rival off the track, this game will allow you creatively get rid of rivals.
How about to smash cars? You can do that! Get rid off the rivals with missiles and mines or knock them off the road with your
car. Put the fear in them! Do whatever you want - there are no rules except The desire to win. Ability to upgrade your car and

the car's weapons like never before. Physics from the real world - you can even feel the weight of a car.

* 15 different cars, from sports cars to 6 wheeled suv
* Many traks More than 50 unique tracks, city skyscrapers. scorched desert

* Different weather - bright sunny day, dark night with a thick fog
* Smart Ai The opponents on the track will not give you relax - they also tends to be the first!

* Physics of cars - a very well established, "not a simulator," just a very nice thing to play with!
* Destroy the world - destroy poles, trees, fences!

* Weapons - rockets, machine guns and mines
* Race Levels created specifically for racing games, smooth turns and a full understanding of where to go!

* Bonuses on track - Health, Armor, Azot, Weapons!
* Excellent special effects explosions, smoke from under the wheels, the light from the headlights with shadows!

* Realistic destruction glass and doors will be on the ground after the first rocket!
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Title: MadOut
Genre: Action, Indie, Racing, Simulation
Developer:
Nuligine
Publisher:
Nuligine
Release Date: 6 Jun, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista, Windows 7 or Window 8

Processor: Intel® Pentium Dual Core 1.5GHz or equivalent

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 9600 GT or equivalent

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 300 MB available space

Additional Notes: OpenGL version 1.2

English,Russian
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Plays very much like most of the other installments (I played them on PS4). The story is more interesting I think, than the last
one.

For the rest, its pretty similar. Kind of miss the in-town reputation mini-game for all the waifu-status achievements though, they
were a nice addition. Now town is very simplistic.

Dont play without controller!. Awesome game. My kids love it, and it has enough 'meat' to keep me helping them with it!. Game
Dev Vanished...

Game needs more content. It's a slick game with a lot of attention to details. The level is very challenging and creative.

great for the people who love "i wanna be a guy".. The game looks very cool, I like these games. The game consists of 10
puzzles and is a simple puzzle on the subject of hentai. It is very cheap and has about a hundred achievements, which is a good
plus.. Very good game

But when will episode 3 release?. This game is literally better on the 360 DO NOT BUY IT. IT IS LOCKED AY 30FPS WITH
SCREEN TEARING AND TERRIBLY OPTIMIZED. DO NOT BUY. I REPEAT DO NOT BUY. It uses 55% of my GPU at
30fps when bf4 1080p ULTRA uses 70% This game is a PIECE OF S***
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This is not a game, IT`S TRASH. I wanted to like this game but there are so many things wrong with this game it riddicoulous
that they are even selling this game for 15 euros.Glitches ,bugs,poor level design,clumsy controls and to top them all the
achievements dont work.
Stay away from this one,trust me.. I got this game because it was finally on sale, but even on sale it turned out to not be worth
the price. This game is not worth ANY price. It's buggy, clunky, and a pain to play. The old solitaire PC games from the 90's
were better coded and designed than this and even those games managed to have a bit of charm despite their limitations. This
game can't even compare in any of those aspects, making the $20 price tag here feel like either a joke or a scam.. As a beta
tester I get a copy for free. Don't let that distract you from the fact that this is one of my favorite VR strategy games and well
worth full price. And this is regarding the state of the game not even released as 1.0 yet! A lot of VR games are too short or
have very little replay value. That is not the case with Final Assault. You will definitely get you money's worth. The devs are
friendly and active on discord. Support good devs. Support VR. Support this game. Enjoy.. Good classic Rainbow six game.
Your health doesn't regenerate on this one, so play smart.. This game is boring, since the same "match in spite of ufo
interference" doesn't really change or get harder until level 9, when it cheats, locking away what you need to match in a safe that
you can't open until 3 keys drop, and then you're out of time. Screw this.
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